1 and to the rich and in-depth analysis of the contributors' chapters, the book offers a fascinating read.
The contributors, lawyers for most, come from a diversity of sub-disciplines and jurisdictions, ranging from legal theory, human rights, constitutional law; comparative law, law & religion and legal philosophy. They are spread across the UK, the Netherlands, Romania; Belgium, Canada, Italy, Hungary and the US. The book will be of interest to a large audience: public lawyers, human rights experts, educationalists, philosophers; sociologists, political scientists, scholars of religion.
The book gives a balanced assessment of the Grand Chamber decision in which the obligatory presence of crucifixes on Italian state school wall classrooms was held not to infringe convention rights. Seven chapters against nine approve this final outcome but interestingly the reliance placed by the Grand Chamber on the concept of margin of appreciation to support its conclusion is met with far greater caution. 
